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Abstract
The design of complex software systems fundamentally relies on the understanding of abstract
components and their interactions. Although compositional techniques are being successfully em-
ployed in practice, the use of such techniques is often rather informal and intuitive, and typically
a justiﬁcation for correct behaviour of the composed system exists but is not expressed explicitly.
In this paper, we show what can be gained from treating such justiﬁcations as ﬁrst-class citizens.
The fairly general setting for this paper is a formal development of a UNITY-style temporal logic
for labeled transition systems in the calculus of inductive constructions which has been conducted
using the Coq proof assistant in a formally rigorous way. Our development not only subsumes the
original UNITY approach to program veriﬁcation and the more recent approach of New UNITY,
but goes beyond it in several essential aspects, such as the generality of the program/system model,
the notion of fairness, and the issue of compositionality.
The last aspect, which we feel is crucial in the foundations for software engineering, is subject of this
paper. We present a general proof rule for compositional veriﬁcation of liveness assertions in tightly
coupled systems. It relies on a notion of compositional proofs, which in turn is closely related to
classical work on interference-free proofs for parallel programs. The formulation of this new proof
rule and the veriﬁcation of its soundness does not only exploit the strong inductive reasoning
capabilities of the calculus of inductive constructions, but it also uses the propositions-as-types
interpretation and the associated proofs-as-objects interpretation in an essential way.
Keywords: UNITY, program veriﬁcation, compositionality, software engineering
1 Introduction
With the high complexity of today’s software systems it is clear that a complete
understanding of the behavior of a large system is only feasible if the system
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can be structured as a set of interacting components that are of suﬃciently
small complexity to be understood in isolation. An important goal in software
engineering is to ﬁnd such a decomposition under many other constraints,
such as testability, resusability, and facilitation of collaborative development,
just to name a few. However, not only the composition itself, but also the
justiﬁcation of the correctness of the behaviour of the components and the
composed system is an important product of the software engineering activity.
This valuable piece of information often exists at some informal and intuitive
level, but is typically not made explicit, and hence can not be communicated
to other team members or may even get lost, often leading to subtle errors
in the design of systems. We feel that foundations for software engineering
should not only address the precise description of components, their interfaces,
and their behavioral properties but also needs to include an explicit language
to convey justiﬁcations for such properties. In this paper we use an entirely
formal approach to study what could be gained by making such information
available. To explain our ideas we use a generalization of the well-known
UNITY approach, which is a natural extension of Hoare’s assertional aproach
to program veriﬁcation, but our results are obtained in a way which makes
them entirely independent of the underlying programming language.
The UNITY methodology has been developed in the late 80s by Chandy
and Misra [5]. Its formal techniques comprise a programming language and
a temporal logic. Programs are viewed as Unbounded Nondeterministic Iter-
ative Transformations, and the speciﬁcation language is a variant of linear
time temporal logic. Today, UNITY is a well-known methodology that has
proved to provide a surprisingly elegant technique for (compositional) system
veriﬁcation in many case studies. Applications of UNITY and closely related
formalisms can be found in [5,27,28,7,44,17,42,6,41,25,13,29,38,12,23] and in-
clude the speciﬁcation, design and veriﬁcation of parallel programs, distributed
algorithms and protocols, asynchronous hardware, and mobile systems.
The basis for this paper is our formal development [43] of a generalization
of the UNITY temporal logic in the calculus of inductive constructions (CIC)
using the Coq proof development system [3]. In contrast to most existing
formalizations of UNITY we follow the more recent proposal for New UNITY
[27,28], which is compatible with the original UNITY approach but develops
the logic in terms of more elementary temporal operators. (New) UNITY sug-
gests a number of interesting generalizations concerning the notion of program
and the notion of fairness which provides a basis to deal with system spec-
iﬁcation languages quite diﬀerent from the UNITY programming language
such as diﬀerent ﬂavors of Petri nets [38] and rewriting-based formalisms such
as rewriting logic [24]. On the formal side, our treatment beneﬁts from the
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use of type theory in several ways. This most interesting result of the use of
type theory is a new compositionality theorem for liveness assertions, which
is the main subject of this paper. We think it is no exaggeration to say that
the formal elegance with which this result can be formulated and proved in
CIC is made possible by the propositions-as-types and its associated proofs-
as-objects interpretation. As far as we know this is a new application of this
interpretation that has not been considered so far.
Overview. After a brief informal introduction of a sound and complete
fragment of (New) UNITY in Section 2, we present our formalized generaliza-
tion of UNITY in Section 3, which is then further extended in Section 5 by
our compositionality results. In Section 4 we verify a simple and well-known
UNITY example, which will be reused in Section 6 to illustrate the application
of our results.
2 A Sound and Complete Fragment of UNITY
We begin with an informal and simpliﬁed overview of the original UNITY
methodology. As explained in [5] the UNITY programming language is a typed
language and programs are given by: (1) a declaration of program variables
together with their types, and (2) a ﬁnite set of conditional multiple assignment
statements . 1
The semantics of UNITY programs is an interleaving semantics: A state
is a well-typed assignment of values to variables. In contrast to the origi-
nal UNITY approach that requires programs to start in a state satisfying an
initialization condition, which is a ﬁxed part of the program, we omit the ini-
tialization condition and we use the following more liberal semantics. 2 An
execution sequence is an inﬁnite sequence of states that starts with an arbi-
trary state and it is obtained by the fair and nondeterministic selection and
execution of statements. Fairness in UNITY means that each statement is
executed inﬁnitely often. It is also called unconditional fairness, since the
conditions of statements are not taken into account.
The UNITY methodology is based on a simple temporal logic compris-
ing only a few temporal operators called stable, invariant, unless, ensures
and leads to. These are unary or binary operators formulating assertions on
state predicates, i.e. predicates depending on the system state. Although the
1 For technical reasons, all UNITY programs are assumed to contain skip, a statement
which does not have any eﬀect [27].
2 Unfortunately, a formal inconsistency in [5] has lead to some confusion about the
meanings of UNITY assertions. This problem and possible solutions are discussed in
[26,35,39,36,37,18,16,13]. The motivation for our simple solution to allow executions se-
quences to start in an arbitrary state can be found in [43].
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UNITY temporal logic should be classiﬁed as a variant of linear time temporal
logic, there are some interesting peculiarities that make it impossible to deﬁne
all its operators in terms of standard linear time logic [22].
Our formal development is inspired by a more recent presentation of UNITY
logic called New UNITY in [27,28]. In addition to unless and ensures, which
are the basic operators in [5], we follow the New UNITY approach by introduc-
ing two new operators co and transient, since they provide a more elementary
basis for deﬁning the other operators.
In the following we give a brief informal overview of the temporal logic in
terms of the execution semantics. When we introduce a UNITY-style tem-
poral logic for transition systems in the next section, however, we will deﬁne
temporal assertions directly in terms of the system in the spirit of [5]. The
advantage of such an approach is not only its mathematical elegance but also
a considerable degree of semantics independence.
The following four temporal assertions, which in fact can be regarded as a
fragment of a linear time temporal logic, are properties of individual execution
sequences lifted to sets of execution sequences. (1) p co q: 3 If p holds in an
arbitrary state then q holds in the successor state. (2) stable p: Once p holds
it remains true. (3) p unless q: If p holds then p remains true at least as long
as q does not hold. (4) p leads to q: If p holds then q will eventually become
true. 4
In addition, there are two auxiliary operators of a diﬀerent kind, which
are usually not employed in high-level speciﬁcations. Instead they are used
as auxiliary assertions to establish leads to assertions during the veriﬁcation
phase. (1) transient p: p cannot hold permanently because there is a single
statement which falsiﬁes p once it is true. (2) p ensures q: p unless q and if p
holds then q will eventually become true because there is a single statement
which falsiﬁes p ∧ (¬q).
In addition to the temporal operators introduced so far we use two ad-
ditional kinds of assertions: The ind. invariant assertion, and the invariant
assertion. Both of them depend on an additional state predicate IC, called
an initialization condition, which will usually specify a set of states considered
to be initial in a particular context: (1) ind. invariantIC p: IC implies p and
stable p. (2) invariantIC p: p holds in every state reachable from some state
satisfying IC.
It is clear that every inductive invariant is an invariant. The converse is
not true, since an invariant is an assertion about reachable states only and
3 pronounced “p constrains q”
4 This includes the case where q holds without any delay. We always use “eventually” in
this sense.
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does not imply stability for arbitrary states. Hence, (noninductive) invariants
in general allow us to avoid over-speciﬁcation of program behavior. On the
other hand, noninductive invariants are less useful for compositional reason-
ing, since the set of reachable states is in general not robust under composi-
tion. Inductive invariants are instead compositional, since they are assertions
about arbitrary states. As a consequence, both kinds of invariants are needed
in practice. A clarifying discussion of these issues and their relation to the
UNITY substitution axiom can be found in [16].
3 Generalizing UNITY
In this section we present a formalized generalization of UNITY to labeled
transition systems. UNITY programs can be regarded as a special case of
transition systems as follows: Each conditional multiple assignment statement
of the program is viewed as an action. The associated transition relation
takes the form of a function that describes the eﬀect of the statement on the
state. If the condition of a UNITY statement is not satisﬁed the corresponding
action is enabled but the eﬀect of the action is the identity relation on states.
Hence, the enabledness predicate is trivially satisﬁed in such transition system
representations of UNITY programs.
In the remainder of this paper we use the logical universe Prop of CIC
in a classical way, that is, we assume classical axioms such as the law of
the excluded middle, logical extensionality and proof-irrelevance, which are
all satisﬁed under an appropriate classical set-theoretic interpretation. The
universe Type on the other hand will be used as a universe for general data
types.
3.1 Labeled Transition Systems
In the following we work in the setting of an abstract labeled transition system,
which is given by a type st of states, a type act of actions, and a ternary
transition relation trans. Given an action e and states s, s’ the proposition
(trans e s s’) expresses that there is a state transition from s to s’ labeled
with an action e.
Variable st:Type.
Variable act:Type.
Variable trans : act->st->st->Prop .
We also need the notion of a view, which is just a set of actions. A view
induces a restriction of the presupposed transition system and all temporal
assertions are deﬁned relative to a view. For brevity, we often identify a view
and its induced transition system in informal explanations.
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Definition view := (set act).
In addition to the transition system we assume a set wf of weakly fair
groups of actions. The signiﬁcance of this set will be explained in Section 3.4.
Variable wf : (set (set act)).
3.2 State Predicates and Functions
We have a type s_prop of state predicates, i.e. propositions depending on
states.
Definition s_prop := st->Prop.
The usual logical operators and quantiﬁers are lifted from Prop to s_prop
in the natural way. They are denoted by s_true, s_false, s_or, s_and, s_imp,
s_iff, s_not, s_ex, and s_all. An exception is the operator everywhere, which
does not produce a state predicate but a (state-independent) proposition.
Definition everywhere := [p:s_prop] (s:st)(p s).
3.3 Safety Assertions
We start with the deﬁnition of the co operator. Recall that for two predicates
p and q the assertion (co E p q) means that if p holds at some state then q
holds at each possible successor state in E no matter which action occurs.
Definition hoare := [e:act][p,q:s_prop]
((s,s’:st)(trans e s s’)->(p s)->(q s’)).
Definition co := [E:view][p,q:s_prop]
(e:act)(In act E e)->(hoare e p q).
Subsequently, we deﬁne further operators in terms of co. Remember that
the assertion (unless E p q) states that in E, p holds unless q holds, or more
precisely, if p holds at some state and q does not hold then at the next step
p remains true or q becomes true. Progress is not enforced, i.e. the assertion
does not exclude the possibility that p remains true forever and q never holds.
Definition unless := [E:view][p,q:s_prop]
(co E (s_and p (s_not q)) (s_or p q)).
The assertion (stable E p) asserts that p is stable, i.e. once p becomes true
in E it continues to hold.
Definition stable := [E:view][p:s_prop] (co E p p).
The stronger assertion (ind_invariant E IC p) states that p is an inductive
invariant in E w.r.t. an initialization condition IC. In addition to stability of p
it is required that p is implied by the IC.
Definition ind_invariant :=
[E:view][IC:s_prop][p:s_prop]
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(everywhere (s_imp IC p)) /\ (stable E p).
We also introduce assertions of the form (invariant E IC p) which state
that p is implied by some inductive invariant in E w.r.t. an initialization
condition IC.
Definition invariant :=
[E:view][IC:s_prop][p:s_prop]
(ExT [inv:s_prop] (ind_invariant E IC inv) /\
(everywhere (s_imp inv p))).
Finally, we have the state predicate (si E IC), called the strongest invariant
[20], which characterizes the set of reachable states.
Definition si :=
[E:view][IC:s_prop][s:st]
(p:s_prop)(ind_invariant E IC p)->(p s).
3.4 Liveness Assertions
The original UNITY logic can express leads to assertions, a special class of
liveness assertions stating that if some condition holds at some point then
some (other) condition will eventually be reached. Independent of UNITY,
the relevance of leads to assertions for concurrent program veriﬁcation has
already been pointed out in [19]. In our opinion, an important contribution
of the UNITY approach can be found in the tight integration of assertional
and temporal logic viewpoints (concerning safety and liveness assertions) and
– related to this – the elegant support for compositional reasoning.
In contrast to safety assertions (nontrivial) liveness assertions can only be
proved if the system satisﬁes certain fairness requirements. As in New UNITY
the liveness assertions ensures and leads_to are built on top of unless and
transient assertions, and the notion of fairness is elegantly encapsulated in the
transient operator. We generalize this operator from unconditional fairness
to weak group fairness as follows: The assertion (transient p) means that p
cannot hold permanently, since once it is true it will eventually be falsiﬁed
due to a single weakly fair group of actions. To express this requirement for
progress we introduce sco, a strong version of co, which takes enabledness into
account.
We ﬁrst deﬁne enabledness of an action e as a state predicate (enabled e)
which is satisﬁed for those states s where the action e may occur.
Definition enabled := [e:act][s:st]
(ExT ([s’:st] (trans e s s’))) .
We then lift (enabled e) to groups of actions giving rise to another state
predicate (group_enabled E) which is satisﬁed iﬀ the group E (i.e. at least one
action from this group) is enabled.
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Definition group_enabled := [E:(set act)][s:st]
(ExT [e:act](In act E e) /\ (enabled e s)).
The assertion (sco E p q) means not only that in E the successor state of
a state satisfying p is a state satisfying q, but it also states that E seen as a
group of actions is enabled in every state satisfying p.
Definition en := [E:(set act)][p:s_prop]
(everywhere (s_imp p (group_enabled E))).
Definition sco := [E:(set act)][p,q:s_prop]
(en E p) /\ (co E p q) .
For the following deﬁnition of transient we assume a set wf of weakly fair
groups of actions that is speciﬁed in addition to the transition system. To
keep the deﬁnition of as simple as possible, we adopt the convention that the
empty group is always weakly fair and therefore contained in wf. 5
Now the assertion (transient E p) is satisﬁed iﬀ the given view E includes
a weakly fair group E’ of actions such that for every state satisfying p each
successor state obtained by executing an action from E’ invalidates p.
Definition transient := [E:view][p:s_prop]
(ExT [E’:(set act)]
(In (set act) wf E’)/\(Included act E’ E)/\
(sco E’ p (s_not p))).
The ensures assertion is essentially unless equipped with liveness. To en-
sure liveness we just have to add (transient E (s_and p (s_not q))) expressing
that (s_and p (s_not q)) cannot hold permanently in E. This excludes the pos-
sibility that p holds forever and that q never becomes true.
Definition ensures := [E:view][p,q:s_prop]
(unless E p q) /\ (transient E (s_and p (s_not q))).
Subsequently we use the standard inductive deﬁnition from [5] to in-
troduce leads to as the main operator to express liveness assertions. The
leads_to operator is deﬁned inductively on top of ensures as the smallest pred-
icate satisfying the three properties leads_to_basis, leads_to_transitivity and
leads_to_dis
junction. Remember that the assertion (leads_to E p q) should entail 6 that
if p holds in an arbitrary state in E then q will hold eventually in the fu-
ture. This is obviously implied by (ensures E p q), justifying the implication
leads_to_basis in the inductive deﬁnition below. Furthermore, transitivity is
5 New UNITY assumes that each program contains a skip statement that does not have
any eﬀect. Thanks to our convention we do not need a corresponding assumption here.
6 Notice that we only state an implication here. Although the UNITY temporal logic is
complete [31,32] as we introduced it in Section 2, we have not studied the issue of complete-
ness of our generalization.
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clearly a property of leads_to, as required by the implication leads_to_transi-
tivity. Finally, the implication leads_to_disjunction formalizes a disjunction
property: If the assertions (leads_to E (P i) q) hold for a family P of state
predicates, then we can conclude (leads_to E (s_ex T P) q). The justiﬁcation
is straightforward: Given a state s satisfying the disjunction (s_ex T P) there
must be some index i such that (P i) is true at s. Then we can use the premise
(leads_to E (P i) q) to infer that q will hold eventually.
Inductive leads_to [E:view] : s_prop->s_prop->Prop :=
leads_to_basis : (p,q:s_prop)
(ensures E p q) -> (leads_to E p q)
| leads_to_transitivity : (p,q,r:s_prop)
(leads_to E p q) -> (leads_to E q r) ->
(leads_to E p r)
| leads_to_disjunction : (T:Type)(P:T->s_prop)(q:s_prop)
((i:T)(leads_to E (P i) q)) ->
(leads_to E (s_ex T P) q).
3.5 Elementary Compositionality
Throughout the paper, we are working in the context of a single transition
system which represents a global view of the entire system, and we regard
components of this system as particular local views. The natural composition
operation is a simple union of these views, i.e. a union of sets. A distinguishing
feature of a UNITY-style temporal logic is that almost all of its operators enjoy
elementary compositionality properties. The most important ones are given
below.
Theorem co_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)
(co E p q) -> (co E’ p q) ->
(co (Union act E E’) p q).
Theorem stable_union : (E,E’:view)(p:s_prop)
(stable E p) -> (stable E’ p) ->
(stable (Union act E E’) p).
Theorem indinv_stable_union :
(E,E’:view)(IC:s_prop)(p:s_prop)
(ind_invariant E IC p) -> (stable E’ p) ->
(ind_invariant (Union act E E’) IC p).
Theorem unless_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)
(unless E p q) -> (unless E’ p q) ->
(unless (Union act E E’) p q).
Theorem unless_stable_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)
(unless E p q) -> (stable E’ p) ->
(unless (Union act E E’) p q).
Theorem transient_union : (E,E’:view)(p:s_prop)
((transient E p) \/ (transient E’ p)) ->
(transient (Union act E E’) p).
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Theorem ensures_unless_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)
(ensures E p q) -> (unless E’ p q) ->
(ensures (Union act E E’) p q).
Theorem ensures_stable_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)
(ensures E p q) -> (stable E’ p) ->
(ensures (Union act E E’) p q).
It is remarkable that the only operators which do not enjoy composition
rules similar to those above are invariant and leads_to. Fortunately, invariant
has a compositional counterpart ind_invariant, but the lack of simple compo-
sitionality rules for leads_to is clearly unsatisfactory. However, for tightly
coupled systems with an unrestricted notion of composition, as we use it here,
it appears that we cannot expect a rule similar to ensures_unless_union due to
the possible interference between components.
4 An Illustrative Example
In this section we brieﬂy recall the well-known common meeting time problem
and its solution in terms of a simple UNITY program [5,28]. This example
will be reused later to demonstrate our approach to compositional veriﬁcation.
Modeling time by natural numbers, the problem is to ﬁnd the earliest pos-
sible common meeting time for two persons. We presuppose the existence
of such a common meeting time and for each of the two persons we assume
a function, say f and g, respectively, such that f(t) and g(t) is the earliest
availability time not earlier than t. We are looking for a program that has
a variable time and satisﬁes the following temporal speciﬁcation: (1) Partial
correctness, i.e. time is approximating the common meeting, i.e. it will never
decrease and will never exceed the smallest common meeting time. (2) Total
correctness, i.e. in addition to partial correctness, time will eventually con-
tain the smallest common meeting time. A solution satisfying this informal
speciﬁcation is given by the UNITY program:
Program CMT
declare time : nat
initially time = 0
assign time := f(time) | time := g(time)
end
4.1 Formalization
The informal problem speciﬁcation implies that we can assume two functions
f and g on natural numbers which are ascending and monotone. 7
7 The predicates le and lt denote the standard total order ≤ and < on natural numbers.
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Variables f,g : nat->nat.
Axiom f_is_ascending : (m:nat)(le m (f m)).
Axiom g_is_ascending : (m:nat)(le m (g m)).
Axiom f_is_monotone : (m,n:nat)(le m n)->(le (f m) (f n)).
Axiom g_is_monotone : (m,n:nat)(le m n)->(le (g m) (g n)).
A common meeting time is formalized as a common ﬁxpoint of f and g.
Definition common := [t:nat] (f t)==t /\ (g t)==t.
Next we assume that a smallest common meeting time, which we denote
by cmt, exists, as our informal speciﬁcation states.
Variable cmt : nat.
Axiom cmt_exists : (common cmt).
Axiom cmt_smallest : (m:nat)(common m)->(le cmt m).
The representation of the UNITY program CMT as a labeled transition sys-
tem uses two actions update_f and update_g corresponding to the two state-
ments of the program. For sake of brevity we have omitted the details of this
straightforward representation.
4.2 Veriﬁcation of Partial Correctness
Our overall strategy is to prove ﬁrst safety assertions for partial correctness,
and then, on top of such safety assertions, to establish liveness assertions,
that are additionally needed for total correctness. The two main theorems
will correspond exactly to our informal speciﬁcation given before. Our proof
is similar to the proof given in [28], but all steps have been mechanically
checked using Coq. All relevant proof rules are listed in Appendices A and B
for reference.
We start with a lemma stating that if time has a value m, then at each
successor state time will not increase above (f m) or it will not increase above
(g m). The proof is done by unfolding co and then verifying the assertions for
both actions update_f and update_g.
Lemma CMT_S1 : (m:nat)
(co CMT ([s:st] ((s time) == m))
([s:st] (le (s time) (f m)) \/ (le (s time) (g m)))).
The next lemma CMT_S2 is obtained by applying the elimination theorem
(see Appendix B) on the program variable time. To this end, we instantiate x,
p and q in Theorem elimination by time, [s:st](common n)->(le (s time) n) and
[m:nat][s:st](le (s time) (f m)) \/ (le (s time) (g m)), respectively.
The remaining co premise is given exactly by Lemma CMT_S1.
Lemma CMT_S2 : (n:nat)
(co CMT [s:st]((common n)->(le (s time) n))
(s_ex ? [m:nat]
[s:st]((common n)->(le m n))/\
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((le (s time) (f m))\/(le (s time) (g m))))).
The next lemma states that time, which is advanced by the program, can-
not skip any common meeting time. The proof starts with the co assertion of
the preceding lemma and uses right hand side weakening to obtain the stable
assertion.
Lemma CMT_S3 : (n:nat)
(stable CMT ([s:st] (common n) -> (le (s time) n))).
Since ([s:st] (common n) -> (le (s time) n))) holds initially, i.e. it is im-
plied by [s:st](s time) == O, we can establish an inductive invariant.
Lemma CMT_S4 : (n:nat)
(ind_invariant CMT [s:st]((s time) == O)
([s:st] (common n) -> (le (s time) n))).
Substituting cmt for n we obtain Theorem CMT_S5 establishing the fact that
time cannot increase beyond the smallest common meeting time cmt.
Theorem CMT_S5 : (ind_invariant CMT
[s:st](s time)==O [s:st](le (s time) cmt)).
Finally, we prove Theorem CMT_S6, stating that time can only increase but
never decreases. The proof is done by unfolding co and then by considering
each of the two actions update_f and update_g, using the axioms f_is_ascending
and g_is_ascending, respectively.
Theorem CMT_S6 : (m:nat)
(co CMT [s:st](m == (s time)) [s:st](le m (s time))).
4.3 Veriﬁcation of Total Correctness
In order to establish total correctness we have to prove the liveness assertion
stating that the smallest common meeting time cmt is reached eventually if
the program starts in a sate satisfying the initialization condition. Formally,
we wish to prove:
(leads_to CMT ([s:st]((s time) == O)) ([s:st]((s time) == cmt)))
To this end we employ (reverse) induction on natural numbers according
to Theorem leads_to_rev_nat_induction (see Appendix A). We have to supply
a variant which increases up to some maximum value. An obvious choice is
the value of the variable time, together with the smallest common meeting
time cmt as its maximum value.
Definition variant := [s:st](s time).
Below we need the following lemma CMT_S7, a special case obtained from
Lemma CMT_S3 by instantiating n with cmt.
Lemma CMT_S7 : (stable CMT [s:st](le (variant s) cmt)).
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In the following we prepare the application of the reverse induction rule
leads_
to_rev_nat_induction, which will be used later to prove Lemma CMT_L13, which
in turn immediately implies the ﬁnal liveness property CMT_L14. The leads_to
assertion in the premise of the reverse induction rule is proved in Lemma
CMT_L12 directly, as an ensures assertion.
We begin with the proof of the safety part of this ensures assertion, which
is the unless assertion given in Lemma CMT_S8: If time is not beyond cmt, then
there are only two possibilities for the next state: Either we reach cmt, or
time increases but not beyond cmt. The proof unfolds unless and applies
co_stable_conjunction to CMT_S7 and CMT_S6. Then co_implication is used to
obtain the goal.
Lemma CMT_S8 : (m:nat)
(unless CMT
(s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)
[s:st](m == (s time)))
(s_or (s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)
[s:st](lt m (s time)))
[s:st]((s time) == cmt))).
The liveness part of the aforementioned ensures assertion will be provided
by the transient assertion in Lemma CMT_L11, which in turn will be proved from
the following lemma CMT_L10 via an intermediate lemma CMT_L9 which states:
If time is not a common meeting time, then time will eventually change.
Lemma CMT_L9 : (m:nat) (transient CMT
[s:st](not (common (s time))) /\ (m == (s time))).
The proof is done by unfolding transient and distinguishing two cases: If
m equals (f m) then update_g is responsible for progress, otherwise update_f is
the witness of progress.
Using transient_implication and the fact that cmt is the smallest common
meeting time we obtain Lemma CMT_L10.
Lemma CMT_L10 : (m:nat) (transient CMT
[s:st]((lt (s time) cmt) /\ (m == (s time)))).
Another application of transient_implication together with some case anal-
ysis on time ﬁnally yields CMT_L11, which is exactly what we need for the proof
of Lemma CMT_L12.
Lemma CMT_L11 : (m:nat)(transient CMT
(s_and (s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)
[s:st](m == (s time)))
(s_not (s_or (s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)
[s:st](lt m (s time)))
[s:st]((s time) == cmt))))).
Now we can combine safety (Lemma CMT_S8) and liveness (Lemma CMT_L11)
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assertions to obtain the ensures assertion that can be directly used to prove the
following Lemma via leads_to_basis (see the inductive deﬁnition of leads_to).
Lemma CMT_L12 : (m:nat)
(leads_to CMT
(s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)
[s:st](m == (variant s)))
(s_or (s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)
[s:st](lt m (variant s)))
[s:st]((s time) == cmt))).
Finally, we can prove CMT_L13 using the reverse induction rule leads_to_rev_
nat_induction. We instantiate maximum by cmt, and variant by variant as deﬁned
above. The leads_to premise is exactly CMT_L12. Lemma CMT_L13 states that
if time is not beyond the smallest meeting time cmt, then it will reach cmt
sometime in the future.
Lemma CMT_L13 : (leads_to CMT
([s:st](le (s time) cmt)) ([s:st]((s time) == cmt))).
Of course, this left hand side of leads_to covers speciﬁcally the initialization
condition of our original program. So, we obtain our ﬁnal liveness result
CMT_L14 by weakening the left hand side using leads_to_implication.
Theorem CMT_L14 : (leads_to CMT
([s:st]((s time) == O)) ([s:st]((s time) == cmt))).
Together, the theorems CMT_S5, CMT_S6, and CMT_L14 prove total correctness
of the program as formulated in informal speciﬁcation.
5 Compositionality via Propositions-as-Types
We hope that with the previous example we have convinced the reader that
even the veriﬁcation of an apparently simple program requires a lot of eﬀort if
done in a formally rigorous way. Hence, it is an absolute necessity for practical
applications of interactive veriﬁcation techniques to reuse components together
with their proofs.
Although we have simple compositionality theorems for most temporal
operators, there is no counterpart of a similar form for leads_to. In particular,
we cannot just replace ensures by leads_to in Theorem ensures_unless_union.
Let us take a closer look at this issue: Assume we have components E and E’
and state predicates p and q such that (leads_to E p q) and (unless E’ p q)
holds. Then we cannot infer in general that (leads_to (Union act E E’) p q)
holds, since the component E may interfere with E’ on the execution path from
p to q, e.g. by modifying variables which the progress of E relies on. Obviously,
such an interference can lead to new possibilities of execution that do not lead
to q. The issue of interference in parallel programs is a well-known problem and
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the solution proposed in [30] (see also the textbook presentation [2]) is based
on a notion of interference-free proof schemes. This notion is rich of details and
syntactic in nature. It involves a concept of programs annotated with proofs
that seems to be hard to represent in a formal logic. In this section we propose
to use the abstract notion of proof oﬀered by the type theory itself according
to the propositions-as-types/proofs-as-objects interpretation to obtain a fully
satisfactory formalization of interference freeness in the general context of
labeled transition systems.
Under the propositions-as-types interpretation [15] (see also [9]), also called
formulae-as-types analogy, a logical formula A is interpreted as a type [[A]] such
that A is provable iﬀ [[A]] is inhabited. In addition, a proof P is interpreted as
an object [[P ]] such that [[P ]] is an element of [[A]]. This second part is called
proofs-as-objects interpretation or proofs-as-programs interpretation. These
interpretations of a logic in a type theory have originally been used in the con-
text of the Curry-Howard isomorphism [15], which requires an even stronger
correspondence, namely that normalization of proofs in the logic corresponds
to normalization in the type theory. The propositions-as-types interpretation
can also be seen as a type-theoretic concretization of the BHK interpretation
[14], that has been used by Brouwer, Heyting, and Kolmogorov to explain
the meaning of intuitionistic logic. Curry-Howard isomorphisms have been
successfully established in the setting of intuitionistic logics and correspond-
ing type theories, such as between a higher-order intuitionistic logic and the
calculus of constructions [10].
Recall that in our formalization we are using the logical universe Prop of
CIC in a classical way together with the standard proof-irrelevance axiom.
Since we are now interested in treating proofs as informative objects for the
leads_to fragment of the temporal logic rather than assuming proof irrele-
vance, we move the relevant parts to the universe Type and we exploit the
duality of views oﬀered by the propositions-as-types interpretation, i.e. we
use both, the conventional view of types as data types and the logical view of
types as formulae. In other words, we will now work with two diﬀerent log-
ics simultaneously: (1) the impredicative logic which resides in the standard
propositional universe Prop and is axiomatized as a classical extensional logic
with proof irrelevance; and (2) the predicative logic provided by the Type uni-
verse hierarchy which is intuitionistic, intensional and takes proofs seriously.
The ﬁrst step is to migrate from uninformative leads_to assertions to in-
formative inf_leads_to assertions by replacing Prop by Type. We obtain the
following deﬁnition:
Inductive inf_leads_to [E:view] : s_prop->s_prop->Type :=
inf_leads_to_basis : (p,q:s_prop)
(ensures E p q) -> (inf_leads_to E p q)
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| inf_leads_to_transitivity : (p,q,r:s_prop)
(inf_leads_to E p q) -> (inf_leads_to E q r) ->
(inf_leads_to E p r)
| inf_leads_to_disjunction : (T:Type)(P:T->s_prop)(q:s_prop)
((i:T)(inf_leads_to E (P i) q)) ->
(inf_leads_to E (s_ex T P) q).
We have formally veriﬁed that all proofs in our development up to this
point remain valid if we replace leads_to by inf_leads_to. This is a a conse-
quence of the fact that the leads_to fragment of UNITY has been developed
in an entirely constructive way relative to the base fragment of the logic. The
main purpose of the new deﬁnition is to give assertions (inf_leads_to E p q)
in addition to their logical interpretation the status of a standard inductive
data type with informative elements which are interpreted as proofs. 8
Since inf_leads_to is more informative than leads_to, we have the following
theorem, which can also be seen as a casting function from informative proofs
to uninformative, i.e. abstract, proofs.
Theorem inf_leads_to_imp_leads_to : (E:view)
(p,q:s_prop)(inf_leads_to E p q)->(leads_to E p q).
Of course, the converse implication cannot be proved, due to the impos-
sibility of generating informative objects from uninformative objects in CIC,
which is consistent with our proof irrelevance axiom.
Exploiting the fact that proofs are objects we are now in a position to
deﬁne the compositionality property for proofs of inf_leads_to assertions.
We deﬁne the property recursively, using the standard elimination principle
inf_leads_to_rect that comes with inf_leads_to.
Definition compositional := [E’:view][E:view]
(inf_leads_to_rect E
([u,v:s_prop][l:(inf_leads_to E u v)] Prop)
(* inf_leads_to_basis *)
[p,q:s_prop][en:(ensures E p q)]
(unless E’ p q)
(* inf_leads_to_transitivity *)
[p,q,r:s_prop]
[l1:(inf_leads_to E p q)][comp1:Prop]
[l2:(inf_leads_to E q r)][comp2:Prop]
(comp1 /\ comp2)
(* inf_leads_to_disjunction *)
[T:Type][P:T->s_prop][q:s_prop]
[L:((i:T)(inf_leads_to E (P i) q))][Comp:(i:T)Prop]
(i:T)(Comp i)).
The intuition is that, given a proof prf : (inf_leads_to E p’ q’), the com-
8 Since this type resides in Type it is not subject to the restrictions that are enforced by
CIC for elimination over the uninformative universe Prop [33,3].
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positionality property (compositional E’ E prf) requires that each ensures step
in E is matched by a corresponding unless step in E’, a condition that expresses
freedom of interference at the ﬁnest level of granularity.
The compositionality theorem that covers this case is ensures_unless_union.
The idea of the subsequent compositionality theorem for inf_leads_to is to
reduce compositionality at the higher level of inf_leads_to to compositionality
at the lower level of ensures using the aforementioned theorem.
In fact, the compositionality theorem for inf_leads_to is easy to prove by
induction over the proof prf:
Theorem inf_leads_to_union : (E,E’:view)(p,q:s_prop)
(prf:(inf_leads_to E p q))
(compositional E’ E p q prf)->
(inf_leads_to (Union act E E’) p q).
This theorem reduces the proof of an inf_leads_to assertion of a sys-
tem with components E and E’ to a corresponding proof for one component,
namely prf : (inf_leads_to E p q), that satisﬁes the compositionality prop-
erty
(compositional E’ E p q prf). Since the proof of prf is typically derived us-
ing the standard proof rules for inf_leads_to that have been given before, the
task of proving the compositionality property can be considerably simpliﬁed
by using lemmas that state how the compositionality property behaves under
application of the standard proof rules. In fact, we have proved a lemma for
each proof rule that states a minimal suﬃcient condition to ensure composi-
tionality of the resulting inf_leads_to assertions. To convey the basic idea we
give a selection of these lemmas in Appendix C.
6 Extending the Example
To illustrate the use of our new rule for compositional reasoning in a concrete
setting we extend the common meeting time example, which involves two
persons represented by functions f and g, by adding another person represented
by a function h.
Variable h : nat->nat.
Axiom h_is_ascending : (m:nat)(le m (h m)).
Axiom h_is_monotone : (m,n:nat)(le m n)->(le (h m) (h n)).
Axiom h_accepts_cmt : (h cmt) = cmt .
Theorem h_rem_below_cmt : (m:nat)(le m cmt)->(le (h m) cmt) .
As formulated above, we assume that the new person at least agrees with
the common meeting time cmt, i.e. with the common meeting time of the ﬁrst
two persons. This ensures that adding the new person to the existing system
does not aﬀect the properties, especially Theorem CMT_L14, proved earlier,
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although the executions of the new system can be quite diﬀerent.
While preserving the original component CMT, we represent the additional
person by an action update_h in the new component CMT’.
Again, we have veriﬁed that after this extension all theorems remain valid.
More importantly, we have reproved these theorems in their informative ver-
sions. This is needed to apply our compositionality rule in the proof of The-
orem CMT_L16 below.
The only nontrivial proof obligation produced by Theorem CMT_L16 is given
by the following lemma: For the new component CMT’ we have to prove an
unless assertion, which states noninterference with the informative version of
CMT_L12 (an inf_leads_to assertion that is actually an ensures assertion).
Lemma CMT_L15 : (m:nat)(unless CMT’
(s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)
[s:st] m == (s time))
(s_or (s_and [s:st](le (s time) cmt)
[s:st](lt m (s time)))
[s:st](s time) == cmt)).
Now we can prove the expected liveness property of the composed system
as formulated in the following theorem.
Theorem CMT_L16 : (inf_leads_to (Union act CMT CMT’)
([s:st](le (s time) cmt)) ([s:st]((s time) == cmt))).
The proof is done by applying the compositionality theorem inf_leads_to_
union. The veriﬁcation of the compositionality property is reduced to CMT_L15
by applying inf_leads_to_induction_comp and inf_leads_to_basis_comp (see Ap-
pendix C).
7 Final Remarks
We envision that software engineering will more and more move into a direc-
tion where programs become only a small part of the entire product being
developed. The use of CASE environments as well as test generators, simula-
tion and analysis tools with their own languages, is already current practice,
but we anticipate that the trend will go further into a direction where a lot
of information that is implicitly used in the software and system engineering
process becomes a piece of software itself, which should be developed and
maintained according to the same standards as conventional programs. The
treatment of mathematical developments, including theories and proofs, as a
piece of software as in this paper is simply another consequent step into that
direction.
Tightly coupled systems are diﬀerent from loosely-coupled systems in the
sense that the interaction patterns between components can be arbitrarily
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complex and often can not be described by simple protocols. Clearly arbi-
trary interactions via shared variables lead to a tigher interaction between
components than asynchronous message passing. In such a setting the inter-
faces can be rather unconstrained and it can be undesirable or impractical
to specify all admissible environments in detail. Especially anticipating the
assumptions regarding the environment without coverconstraining it can be a
diﬃcult task if it needs to be done before the proving the component correct.
Another diﬀculty in practice is that we often want to compose components
that have been designed without the intention of being extended or extended
in the way that is needed.
The approach adopted in this paper suggests to formulate proofs of guar-
anteed component behavior in a simple UNITY-style temporal logic and to
exhibit a well-chosen abstraction of the proofs as part of the component in-
terface so that the subsequent composition with another component can be
established in a compositional way, meaning that the original proofs for the
components remain valid. This paper shows how the classical concept of
interference-free proof schemes [30] can be applied in a very general setting
which is independent of the underlying programming language and further-
more that a rigorous formalization of this rather syntactic concept is feasible
and even quite simple if the underlying logic supports a propositions-as-types
and its associated proofs-as-objects interpretation.
There are a number of approaches to formalize UNITY in diﬀerent logics
and proof assistants, namely using the Boyer-Moore prover [11], the Larch
prover [7], HOL [1], Coq [13], and Isabelle/ZF [34]. The reference [11] uses
quantiﬁer-free ﬁrst-order logic to develop the UNITY temporal logic on the
basis of its execution semantics. In [7] a ﬁrst-order logic is employed to give an
axiomatization of UNITY. The last three approaches employ more expressive
logics: [1] and [13] directly use the higher-order logics of HOL and CIC, re-
spectively, and [34] uses Isabelle/ZF, a formalization of Zermelo-Fraenkel set
theory in the higher-order framework of Isabelle.
Our approach is guided by New UNITY [27,28]. We have developed a
veriﬁed and comprehensive library of temporal logic proof rules. It includes
all proof rules from [5] in the generalized setting including e.g. the progress-
safety-progress and the completion rule, the elimination theorem from [27,28],
additional proof rules for relativized assertions, and ﬁnally compositionality
lemmas for the all important proof rules as explained in Appendix C. Instead
of formalizing a particular execution semantics as in [13], we have followed
the semantics-independent approach of [5]. In this sense our approach bears
some similarity with [1]. On the other hand [1] sticks very close to the original
UNITY approach and does not consider any generalizations beyond UNITY
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programs. The semantics-independent approach, which has a slight proof-
theoretic ﬂavor in the sense that the main liveness operator leads_to is given by
an inductive deﬁnition, oﬀers the possibility of exploiting the propositions-as-
types interpretation in the context of compositionality. As far as we know, the
propositions-as-types interpretation has neither been applied in the context of
UNITY nor for this particular purpose until now.
Our approach rests on the observation that UNITY-style logic can be struc-
tured in two levels. At the ﬁrst level we have a classical logic to express state
predicates. In other words, for a given global state we assume that it is in
principle decidable (not necessarily computationally) if a property holds or
does not hold. At the second level, we have temporal assertions, which are
deﬁned in a purely intuitionistic fragment without negation, reﬂecting the
open-ended nature of our assertion language 9 . The only proofs which are
relevant for compositionality are thoose at the intuitionistic level. Hence, we
have structured our embedding into the type theory of CIC in such a way
that we abstract from the proofs at the ﬁrst level using a proof irrelevance
principle for the universe Prop, and we preserve proofs at the second level us-
ing the propositions-as-types interpretation in the Type universes. Since the
assertion language is open-ended, it could be made more expressive, e.g. by
adding additional temporal or other modal operators, but clearly the proofs of
metalogical properties which are proved by induction over proofs would have
to be extended correspondingly.
Possible future reseach directions include the following. The development
should be specialized to concrete programming languages and a concrete state
space structure. Often it is possible to use structural information (not present
at the labelled transition system level) to automatically prove non-interference
assertions, an example being assertions involving local variables only. An-
other consequent step would be the specialization to concrete programs. For
instance, non-interference could be established for a speciﬁc set of interac-
tion patterns. This could be applied to threads encapsulated as objects with
a ﬁxed set of interface methods, a popular pattern in software engineering.
Other directions for future work include exploring the relationship and combi-
nation with other methods for compositional veriﬁcation such as [4,40,21,29,8],
and extensions of our approach, e.g. exploring the question whether strong
fairness assumptions are within the reach of the proof-centered and semantics-
independent approach pursued in this paper.
The complete mechanically checked development in Coq including the ex-
amples is available at http://formal.cs.uiuc.edu/stehr/unity.html.
9 Similar to the open-ended nature of e.g. Martin-Lo¨f’s type theory
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A Selected UNITY Proof Rules
Our formal development contains all proof rules of [5] and many more. Due to lack of space,
however, we just list a few simple rules used in the example of this paper.
Theorem co_implication : (E:view)(p,p’,q,q’:s_prop)
(everywhere (s_imp p p’)) ->
(everywhere (s_imp q q’)) ->
(co E p’ q) -> (co E p q’).
Theorem co_stable_conjunction : (E:view)(p,q,r:s_prop)
(stable E r) -> (co E p q) ->
(co E (s_and p r) (s_and q r)).
Theorem transient_implication : (E:view)(p,q:s_prop)
(transient E p)->(everywhere (s_imp q p))->
(transient E q).
Theorem leads_to_implication : (E:view)
(p,p’,q,q’:s_prop)
(everywhere (s_imp p p’))->
(everywhere (s_imp q q’))->
(leads_to E p’ q)-> (leads_to E p q’).
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We give a general proof rule for well-founded induction, and then a derived rule for (re-
verse) induction over the type nat of natural numbers. The general well-founded induction rule
leads_to_induction assumes that the induction is carried out over a state function variant
mapping states into some domain, assuming a well-founded ordering less on this domain which
is not necessarily total.
Theorem leads_to_induction : (E:view)
(T:Type)(less:T->T->Prop)(variant:st->T)
(WfT_well_founded T less)->
(p,q:s_prop)
((m:T)
(leads_to E
(s_and p [s:st] (variant s) == m)
(s_or (s_and p [s:st] (less (variant s) m)) q)))->
(leads_to E p q).
Theorem leads_to_rev_nat_induction : (E:view)
(variant:st->nat)(maximum:nat)(p,q:s_prop)
(everywhere (s_imp p [s:st](le (variant s) maximum)))->
((m:nat)(le m maximum)->
(leads_to E
(s_and p [s:st] m = (variant s))
(s_or (s_and p [s:st] (lt m (variant s))) q)))->
(leads_to E p q).
B Elimination Theorem
The intuitive idea behind the elimination theorem, which has been ﬁrst introduced in the context
of New UNITY in [27,28], is the following: Assume that we have a predicate p which depends on
no other variable than v. We would like to conclude that if p holds at some state, then at each
successor state there is some m such that (subst p v m), meaning that p holds with m substituted
for v. So far this simply states that if p was true in the past there must have been some value m
for v when p was true. Notice, however, that we do not know anything else about m. Now assume
we have the additional information that when the variable v contains m then the predicate (q m)
holds in the next state. Then we can strengthen our conclusion: If p holds at some state then at
each successor state there is some m such that (subst p v m) and also (q m) holds.
Theorem elimination :
(E:view)(v:var)(p:s_prop)(q:(var_type v)->s_prop)
((v’:var)~(v’==v)->(independent p v’)) ->
((m:(var_type v))(co E [s:st]((s v)==m) (q m))) ->
(co E p (s_ex ? [m:(var_type v)]
(s_and (subst p v m) (q m)))).
C Selected Compositionality Lemmas
For each proof rule we have proved a lemma that states a minimal suﬃcient condition to ensure
compositionality of the resulting inf_leads_to assertions. In many cases (like in those listed
below) these lemmas state that proof rules preserve the compositionality property. The ﬁrst three
lemmas correspond directly to the three cases of the inductive deﬁnition of compositional.
Theorem inf_leads_to_basis_comp :
(E’,E:view)(p,q:s_prop)
(unless E’ p q)->
(en:(ensures E p q))
(compositional E’ E ? ?
(inf_leads_to_basis E ? ? en)).
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Theorem inf_leads_to_transitivity_comp :
(E’,E:view)(p,q,r:s_prop)
(lto1:(inf_leads_to E p q))
(lto2:(inf_leads_to E q r))
(compositional E’ E ? ? lto1)->
(compositional E’ E ? ? lto2)->
(compositional E’ E ? ?
(inf_leads_to_transitivity E ? ? ? lto1 lto2)).
Theorem inf_leads_to_disjunction_comp :
(E’,E:view)(T:Type)(P:T->s_prop)(p,q:s_prop)
(lto:((i:T)(inf_leads_to E (P i) q)))
((i:T)(compositional E’ E ? ? (lto i)))->
(compositional E’ E ? ?
(inf_leads_to_disjunction E T P (s_ex T P) q lto)).
Theorem inf_leads_to_induction_comp :
(E’,E:view)
(T:Type)(less:T->T->Prop)(variant:st->T)
(wf:(WfTinf_well_founded T less))
(p,q:s_prop)
(lto:((m:T)(inf_leads_to E
(s_and p [s:st] (variant s) == m)
(s_or (s_and p [s:st] (less (variant s) m)) q))))
((m:T)(compositional E’ E ? ? (lto m)))->
(compositional E’ E ? ?
(inf_leads_to_induction E T less variant wf p q lto)).
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